
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
OVI-ÉLITE is an organic product. OVI-ÉLITE is designed and recommended to clean 
and thoroughly degrease all surfaces found in schools, industries, offices, kitchens 
and hospitals. OVI-ÉLITE is a neutral floor detergent that accelerates the
biodegradation of fat, oils and other dirt accumulated on surfaces. 
OVI-ÉLITE may not be effective in the presence of chemical 
disinfectants such as formaldehyde or chlorine, and 
OVI-ÉLITE must be used on an ongoing basis to 
ensure effectiveness.

ENVIRONMENTAL
BENEFITS
-Makes floors less slippery
-Safe for users and safe for metals and plastics
-Non-corrosive to skin
-Safe for the environment
-No harmful vapors
-Neutral pH

AVAILABLE SIZES
Code: OVIELITE-24 Size: 24 OZ (Graduated empty bottle + label + spray)
Code: OVIELITE-BD Size: 1 L (Integrated dispenser)
Code: OVIELITE-25DOS Size: 2.5 L (For portable dispenser)
Code: OVIELITE-4 Size: 4 L

HOW TO USE IT?
OVI-ÉLITE is simple to use, simply dilute with water in a spray bottle, a bucket 
or a floor scrubber. The dilution for light work is 1:800, for medium work is 1:400
and for heavy work 1:200. For better results, leave the diluted product on surface
for a few minutes, then rub to clean the entire surface and rinse with water. Shake
before use. Keep from freezing. Avoid contamination of food. 
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FEATURES DILUTION

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
OVI-ÉLITE is simple to use, simply dilute with water in a spray bottle, a bucket or a floor scrubber. The dilution for light work is 1:800, for medium
work is 1:400 and for heavy work 1:200. For better results, leave the diluted product on the surface for a few minutes, then rub to clean the entire
surface and rinse with water. Shake before use. Protect from freezing. Avoid contamination with food.

CAUTION
May cause slight respiratory tract, eye and skin irritations. Precautions: Wear proper protective equipment during handling. Avoid ingestion or in-
halation of this product. Avoid skin and eye contact. Keep away from incompatible materials. Keep container closed when product is not in use.
Store in a cool and well-ventilated area.

FIRST AID TREATMENT
If ingested, DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING. In case of eye or skin contact, flush thoroughly with running water for a few minutes. If inhaled, have vic-
tim move to fresh air. In all cases, obtain medical attention immediately. Refer to Material Safety Data Sheet for further information.

PHYSICAL STATE AND APPEARANCE
COLOR
SCENT

P.H. 
MELTING / FREEZING

STORAGE

LIFETIME

Translucent liquid
Dark green
Mint
6,0 - 7,0
~ 0°C
Store in a cool, dry, well-ventilated (0-
32 degrees C) area. Keep away from
sunlight
2 years

Light task 1-800 1-800 1-800

Medium task 1-400 1-400 1-400

Heavy duty 1-200 1-200 1-200




